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and it will not be garbled. As you can see, this is called the output key of the server. The
command now is a bit more than we originally thought: POST / HTTP/1.1 Host:

127.0.0.1:8089 Content-Type: application/x-www-form-urlencoded Content-Length: 356
Accept: text/plain Connection: close i=1&j=1 =1 This is the complete request we sent to

the server, however, we have yet to execute this, but we will do that after we post the form
which will be the next code. There is a GET variable in this page, called i, that has a value

of 1. It basically says we have a form that allows us to select from a list. There are no
limitations on how many there are, but there are two columns (i and j) and there are four
rows of data in total. So when we post to this page, i=1. Then there is a section where the
user is supposed to enter a value in the form, this is assigned to the variable j. The pattern

is i=1&j=1&...=4&....&n=1 where n is the number of entries you enter, meaning we have 4
entries to enter, each separated by &. When you do this, you will notice that the value of

the i variable gets incremented by one every time you click that button. The j variable stays
the same value every time you click. In the end, you will receive a request with post

parameters i=4&j=4. The reason that I have the data as a form instead of just posting it
normally to a URL is that I can use cURL to automate this whole process. cURL is a

command line tool that lets you send HTTP requests to a server. To execute the cURL
command, enter: curl -v cURL is a really powerful command line tool and you can find it
here: That should give you a clear picture. Coming off the devastating loss to the Montreal

Canadiens, the Toronto Maple Leafs returned home to an even more dire situation.
Toronto’s defence, one of the Leafs worst units, gave up two goals
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